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FIRST MANTRA. 

The Universal Soul inberes in atl that exists or is sup- 
posed to exist iu the material, mental or spiritual plane. 

Self pervades all the Lokas, so wisely pre-ordaived in the 
immensity of Godhead aud the merit ot which is so beautifully 
described iu the Vedas aud Shastras. From the Patal, the 
lowermust regiou to the Sattok, the uppermost region together 
all the intermediate Lokas, combined with what is farther sup- 
posed to extst, there is no particle, uo space wherera Ish or 
Self does not pervade. ae 

So, you should give up the idea of the existence of the 
world aud enjoy the eternal bliss of the kaowlelge of the true 
Self, without covetting things seasnal, and attributing the action 
of the senses to yourself thit is beyond the ken of the Senses. 
The expression of the text is quite clear to those who have as- 

sociated with the learned Gurusin appreciating the nature of 
their own Self, the knowledge of which 1s obtained when the vir- 
tuous deeds performed in a aemi-conscious state of individual life, 
fully develop themselves in bringing about the Eternal Eman- 

sipation, Unless the fruit of good actions committed in various 
stages of human existence, develop the Lntelligence, the_know- 
edge of Self is purely unattainable despite all the efforts of men. 

To those whose Intelligence is defective and who have 
aever enjoyed the Society of spiritual men, 80 abatrase subject 
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like this, be they religious and theistical, would seem to be only 
au assumption. But there is no such thing, What is enjoined’ 
in the text, can be tested in more ways than one. It is useless 
to test the genuineness and the truth of the Vedas in dealing 
with the Adwait Philosophy. Its knowlegde can only be 
realised by prying into the Nature of Atma. 

‘The explanation below wilt fully bear out the text (Upa- 
nishad) “what exists is covered by God” this proposition shows 
that there is something that exists and this something can be 
apprehepded and comprehended. Now two things must be 
ascertained :-— 

(1) Whether the things that exist, exist of themselves or 
have the support of some other thing. 

(2) Whether they are self-evolved or boro of some other 
thing. 

Let us discuss the Ist question. 
Granting that all things exist as they are,—say, the air or 

the sky,—This is not the whole truth. To say that a thing ie 
or that it exists, is to say that it is.real. The reality or the 
Beiug of the thing denoted by the word “Jt,” is attested by 
the proposition ‘/¢ is’ or ‘it exists’ “Je” or “ Exists” means 
as subject_to our senses. The very use of the word “Is or 
exists” points to the existence of the thing, be it snything 
whatsoever and ‘Jt’ simply particularixes the thing. ‘The 
particularism of the thing indicated by “It,” proves its exis- 
tence at any place in a restrictive senac. The pronominal use 
of ‘It” shows its antecedent without which particularisation of 
the thing would be impossible. 

This way, the word “Js or Exists,” points to the existence 
of a thing to be known through the Medium of our senses in 
any_particatar place. The answer to the qnestion—“ where 
does such and such a thing exist”—~would imply its existence 
either here or there, either far or near. Heuce, it is impossible 
for a thing to be self-supporting. The air andthe sky are not 
exceptions (i. €.) they are not self-smpporting. Air is a particu- 
lar element, resting in Space : and Space or Sky in its turn is 
also a particular element, resting in s minutiz, which gives it 
existence aud which is beyond th2 ken of human understanding 
and of Science as much. Almost all visible, perceptible, and 
conceiveable things can never he self-supporting. They bave 
for their support something which is quite beyond the reach of 
our senses and which is the root of all thingy either visible or 
isvisible. 

Now to the second part of the.qnestion—hether things 
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come into existence of themselves or as created by something. 
Az it has been just shown that there could be no self-supporting 
body, it is evident that there cannot be anything self-evolved. 
All created things point unmistakably tos Creator, who gave 
these things support, and located them iv respective places 
under Nature and Force. To say that all mundane phenomena 
evolve out of Non-entity, is to say that something perceptible 
comes out of Nothing. This argument is boxed up in fajse 
Logic. If we could conceive of anythiog like Non-entity, if 
thie Creation was self-evolved, uncaused, uncreated to continue 
as an Eternal Entity, the very conception would amount toa 
denial of the existence of God. Our belief iu the existence of 
God prior to all existing things, is spoataneous and inevitable, 
Wanting no reason or rhyme to give it a solidarity, 

Creation is manifested as the visible existence of diversi- 
fied things, whose existence prior to their being known, is mys- 
terious. So we can imagine that Creation or manifestation in 
eternal order of Time, can identify itself with the Creator or 
the Omnipotent Power, who upholds the Cosmos and relieves 
the Chaos, It is impossible to realise the existence and. muni- 
festation of anything without its Creator. The Creator or God 
is O anipotent; consequently He can create the world out of 
nothing. Thia is what all believers in God would tay. Science, 
however, goes the other way. It says“ Out of Nothing comes 
Nothing,” and the belief that God created the Universe out of 
Nothing, is uoscientific and ungrounded. A potmaker makes 

a pot from mud ; So the Creator created the world from some- 

thing ; 80 that Nothing cannot be the Germ of the Universe. 
Indeed the reasoning is sonod and holds good ouly to that 
extent where the material and efficient causes of an effect are 

two different things, but never where ondy one thing serves 

for both. The Vedas advocate that there is au Absolute Power 

called the Creator which does not require any proof at all; for 

there is nothing but that Absolute, Unconiitioned Self in all 

that we see,—that God of gods—the Creator of the worlds. The 

Vedas show by way of example that as the spiter creates and. 

brings out its web of itself aod abgorbs it in itselt, and as the 

Earth produces, all things of itself and absoris them in itself ; 
So Gud creates the Uviverse of Itself and absorbs it in Himself. 
Thia is beyond all contradiction, being as much as an axiomatic 

truth. The inference is that whatever rests has God for its sup- 

port and that the Universe has evolved and inanifests itself out 

of Nothing : or, to put more intelligibly asa logical premiss—God 

as a Omnipotent Being ereated the Universe out of Nothing. 

Whether Non-eutity itself is something from which this Creation 
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sprang up through God—or whether there was Nothing but God 
Himeelf before the Creation,—are questions withia the range 
of legitimate discussion, The Vedas deny duality aud say that 
God alone is the Fist Cause and there is nothing but God as 
the Root Cause of al] that exists—the Being that created all 
things, located them and ordained their respective missions, 
Now, ia the creation independent of God or is God manifested 
jn the Form of Universe ? 

"Those who are ignorant of the Vedanta Philosophy, will 
not be able to pry deep into the problem of the Creation, uoless 
they would whet their faculties as well as they could. The 
Vedas say that the Atms_can be realised but hy close study 
born.of deep thought and an inqijsitivenese to know itis. The 
text says that the appreciator would see the Aéma mani- 
festel in its primeval purity, greatness and expansion, Con- 
centration is necessary to understand the Vedas, They distinetly 
enjoin that God ulone is the First cause of all things, He 
being Omnipotent crexted the Universe from His own existence 
and this 15 the Zmport hidden in the first Mantia of the Upani- 
shad The ignorant are in a meghty maze of delusion to think 
that the Universe is independent of God, rather it should be be- 
lieved by one and all that the Universeis-nathing but God in 
reality, as there was nothing but God before the Creation was 
manifested. 

The truth of the Vedaa may be contested with tha asser- 
tion that God did not create ithe Universs from Himself but 
from the Essence of five El+meuta which existed of themaelves 
pefore the Creation in the Vacuum in an invisible Form. If there 
were Germs of the five Elements before Creation out of which 
God created the Universe, the question turns up (1) whether 
God crexted the germ of five Elements or (2) whether the Germ 
existed independently of God and of Creation, 

The answer to the first question proves that God is alone 
as the First Cause of this Universe. The anewer to the second 
question is laid down by the theory that there are two things which 
bring abont the Creation—(t) God (6) Germ of the Five 
Elements :—or, to put more explicitiy—(aj God (Spirit) and 
(b) Germ of the five Elements (Matter). All Religions pro- 
claim the theory of the World’s manifestation in Spirit and in 
Matter, But the higher teachings of the Upanishads to go to 
the Soul (spirit) are as of Primary Importance, placing other 
things as of Secondary Importance. 

Aa God is Omnipresent io things that exist and in things 
that do uot exist, the existence of Matyer in God is proved 
beyond doubt. He must bave pre-existad to support Matter. 
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In other words Gud precedes and Matter follows. Afaéter is 
felt by our senses and makes itself felt by our senses ; but 
Spirit or Soul can never be felt by our senses : but it makes 
itself felt_to our senses, Thus the Spirit or Soul precedes 
Matter, It is the Soui that enlivens the senses and gives 
them objects to work upon. 

Again Soul possesses the quality of knowing a thing and 
Matter in itself possesses of being known by the Soul. This 
proves that the Soul precedes Matter. Soul (the knower) musp 
be prior to Matter (the thing known); so that the Soul cannot 
be evolved out of Matter, Kuowledge (the thing known), can- 
not in any way, be the (knower himself). The kuower (Sou!) 
being a living thing cau create the object of his knowledge 
(Matter) but the object of kaowledge (Matter), an inert dead 
thing, cannot create the Soul, (the knower). 

The Upanishad by its first Mantra, teaches that what the 
eople generally think of the world as a different thing is 
elusion. All that we see is God in reality, teaving the idea of 

duality one should realise one’s own happy self in so many 
forms perceptible for a time according to one’s own desire 
Sera-adis ¥ ayers: v 
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SECOND MANTRA. 

“Here you may wish to live for hundred years performing 
actions, Thus thou who art a man hast nv other alternative.” 
“Here” signifies this world. If the disciple faila to grasp the 
sense of the supreme truth “That thou art arg afa varae” he 
ought to have recourse then to Karmas (actions). Karmas are 
the different kinds of actions eajoiaed by the Vedas, the per- 
formance of which gives purity of mind. This Karma bis two 
aspects. Firstly, it is performed with some motive and with 
a strong desire to reap the fraita thereof. Secondly. it is done 
for its owo sake. It is done, because it is worth domg free’ 
from any propensity. So the text savs kere, in this world, as 
long as you live, you mast try to perform actions without bay- 
ing the least desire to enjoy their fruits, as there is no better 
course for a man than this, for his getting free from the bend- 
age of actions. The text (by saytng) “ you may wish to live 
8 hundred years performing action” has reference to the neoond 
way of performing actions @. ¢, performing them knowing them 
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to be actions and never cherishing any bope for the fruita 
attached to them. The Upauishad directs all bis disciples to 
perform such actions for huadred years which means either to 
perform them to the eud of their lives or with the desire to 
live long keeping off death. The scope of actions as they are 
enjoined or are forbidden by the Vedas, is briefly described 
here:— 

Actions are of two kinds, good, meritorions or virtuous and 
bad, vicious or sinful, Or the two sorts of actions, the first, which 
is enjoined by the Vedas, is of four kinds namely (1) Nitya (2) 
Naimitya (8) Kamuk (4) Prayasbchit, and the 2nd which is 
forbidden by them, is called Nishidha. So on the whole, actions 
are of five differeut kinds and a description of each of them is 
given below. 

I, Nitya (far). It comprises all those actious which 

in compliance with the directions of the Vedas, should be per- 
formed absolutely daily auch to pray morning, aod evening, 
to speak the trath, to be kind and generous and tu be just. 
These should be carefully observed every day, the performance 
of which brings us no fruit; but there is much virtue under- 
lying them. They are good actions and must be performed 
for goodness’ sake. For man to do them, as becoming a man, 
is creditable but to neglect them is sinful, This Nitya 
Karma has been further classified into five kinds ag follows. 

(1) ya Morning and evening prayers. 

(2) sftagra = The worship of Agni Deva. 

(3) afeBeadq The setting apart some quantity of food 
for the sacred cow. 

(4) wfafa gaa Feeding students who learn Vedas, 

(5) reas Reciting the Vedas intelligently. 

These five together are called Panchayagya and are count- 
ed as Nitya Karma. 

I. Naimittika @fafaa They are the actions which are 
performed at particular times when necessity occurs :—such as 
"ara (to feed generously the ancestors in the Pitra Loka by satis- 
fyiog the learned Brahmans who are by means of their know- 
ledge, the media of conveying all things which are offered to 
them (Pitras). The benefits of Shradha or the spditaneous 
tribute of homage contributed to the departed, are many. Firetly, 
it :eminds us of our dear ancestors ; secondly, it pointa out the 
instability of the world; thirdly, it teaches us to respect our 
forefathers after death ; and fourthdy, it keeps ia death and the. 
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affinity of soul to soul and lastly it indicates the immortality of 
the soul. The celebrations of marriages and the performance 
and observance of actions and mbes at births and deaths are 
counted as ( Sfafas ea) Naimittika. 

TH. The third is wrafsea (oblation). They are such 
actions as are performed in order to become free and pure 
from the sia of wickedaess and wrong actions, done knowingly 
or unknowingly. Such actions check the mind from doing 
wroag aud going astray aud the miad is thus made pure aod 
virtuous by them. For every improper action absolutions 
have been ordained in the Vedas and their commentaries, 
the Shastras, As for a gator gasrdt it is forbidden ever to 

touch money out of covetousness. The violation of this order 
begets sin, “For ao absolution, it has been ordered that he 
taust give up the mouey and keep three fasts regularly. 

IV. The fourth and the last is Kamuk Karma age wat 
4.4, actions which are performed for the realization or enjoy- 
ment of some wished for object or objects, ‘There are different 
kids of Yugayas aw which are celebrated according to the Vedic 
principles with various motives aud numerous desires, such as, 
eing blessed with a son, enjoying the blessings of heaven aud 

worldly pleasures and so on, The Upanishad teaches us to per- 
form the first three actions, putting aside the fourth, for that 
only is the cause of frequent births and deaths When any 
action is performed with any desire, its fruit is destined to the 
doer by the Divine laws and so he mast have another birth in 
bodily form best suited to enjoy the fruits thereof, It must 
be known that one in his present life enjoys ouly those plea- 
snres and pains which are the outcome of one’s owa actions 
performed in the past life, and the result of these actions which 
one performs in tuis life, is stored up to be enjoyed in the next 
life. In this way, the actions which are performed with any 
desire, are strictly the cause of the soul being subjected to the 
thraldom of numerous births and deaths and as long as this pro- 
cess is continued, freedom from physical pain is impossible and 
the succession of births and deaths would contiuue for ever. 
Actions performed justify their performance with the fruits 
thereof, The more they are performed with any tnosize, 
the more th-v prolong the series of lives and deaths. Actions 
performed without any desire, are more propitious than those 
performed with some motive. Tueir results therefore are 
good and beneticial; this we shall attempt to show in the 
following lines. It is quite evident that the actions which are 
pet.urmed must have their effects on the man who performe 
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them. Why so? One who performs the different actions for 
different objects enjoys no dgubt their different fruite aod in 
this way one can obtain the highest pleasures of other spheres 
far superior to the one we live in. But it should be borne in 
mind that there are no_such actions as will_produes_aternal 
Jou and peace of mind.” The pleasure: pains arising from 
the“acfions performed last only so long as the strength and 
scope of the actions allow and afterwards when one's enjoy- 
ments are exhausted, one is again sent down from heaven to 
this world and thus one is agaiu compelled to go through the 
same painful and bellish phases of life and death. Thus one 
never gets peace in one’s attempt aud pursuit after actions, so 
such actions ought to be given up at once in order to break 
the ao called goyl-bound chain of life and death, How the 
actions performed with desires are inferior to such actions 
as are performed without any motive, is illustrated below by 
an example, 

We see in this world that we are indebted to those men 
who serve us without any desire for remuneration in exchange 
of their services, Tbose who are hired, get their wages and 
consequently they do no obligation, But we are under much 
obligation to the man who willingly without the least desire, 
does our work. The mercenary gets his wages and reaps the 
fruit of bis labour and that is all. The man who serves us but 
does pot accept anything in return nor does he wish for any- 
thifig’oF that kind for bis work, has his labour never wasted 9, 
but it is greatly compensated far greatly in the form of his> 
putting us under his obligation, and thus he wins the good 
will pf the people—a thing which is the most valuable object 
in the world. We are thankful to such a man and are ready 
to give every possible help to him and we love him besides. 
It would be impossible for him to put us under any kind of 
obligation nor would we show any favour to him but for his 
self-denial in putting off rewards for lis services. There is one 
thing more to be noted here. If the biged man fails or neg- 
leets to do his duty, be is punished or degraded and sometimes 
driven off und is dismissed. But the man woiking in such cases 
is voluntarily pardoned and even if punished, he is not dis- 
regarded or severely treated by the men with whom he is 
disinterestedly concerned. We have ample chance of realizing 
this truth in our social treatment when dealing with our 
superiors, inferiors, friends and servants etc. In thia way, it 
is easy ta understand that services voluntarily done—are far 
superivt.to those that gra performed for requittal and their 
fruits are more palatable and agreeable-thraa thé remuneration 
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of arly Kind of the actions performed with the intention of 
having such remuneration. Just so is the case with the ac- 
tions enjoined by the Vedas or Shastras. Ag men get the 
return of their deeds done here, so there will multiply in 
various ways the fruit of the actions performed with desire in 
this life as well aa in the next life, when the immortality of 
the goul cannot be ignored. As men who do not look forward 
to tHe Yeturn of their good services, win our hearts and gaia 
our favour and confidence, so those who work without any 
motive according to the code propounded by the immaculate 
Rishis of India, attain_th: of that Being by whose Mercy 
they perform actions and ho r_iruits As the 
volunteers, even if they fail to do their duties, are pardoned 
and Created less harshly, so the man who performs his deeds 
without any hope of reward, escapes the calamity caused by 
the sacrilege and ill performance of these deeds, Such men 
are relied upon aod valued by us and become dear to us, and 
they can fairly expect all good from us. Thus those who have 
attained purity by performing good deeds can honourably 
expect much better rewards for their actions, and as sucb, men, 
rising above all desires and attaining purity, with their intel- 
lect enlivened, look forward to a better state of things which 
lead to Peace and Eternal Happiness. 

Thus it can be well understood that the benefits of the 
actions performed without tbe feast touch of desire are many 
and unexampled and of all kinds of actions, it is only for such 
ones which the Upavishad orders the disciples to have recourse 
to. “You may wish to live one huudred years performing 
actions,” The Upanishad means to say that even if any body 
may live a long life, it would not terminate in misery for him, 
if he will be performing actions without desire, 

It must be understood here that it is impossible fora 
man to live altogether idle without action. 

Actions of a mental nature which for the greater part are 
effective are very’ elevating and like the physic of the body 
they have direct effect in exalting or lowering down the state 
of the individual soul. It must not be oumitted bere that 
Manwiie_Karmaa, whatever be their nature will fail to be effec- 
tive so that careful and particular attention should always be 
paid to them. Mansik Karmas are Mensik (mental) desires 
and true desires are never blighted: so that a man can never 
be freed from the one or the other of the two sorts of actions : 
{Physical _aud Mental). Therefore actions, physical or mental, 
attended with desire are nothing but tends to increase miser- 
able numbers of births and deaths. Thus a long life is miserable, 
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But the Upanishad says that if such actions are devoid of alt 
sorts of desires, then even a very jong life cannot produce a 
miserable effect in the long run. Tbe Upanishad says “ thus 
thou who act a man hast no alternative.” That is in order to 
cut off the coutinuity of frequeot lives and deaths and thus to 
be freed from all calamities sooner or later, mau must take re- 
course to actions as has been described above. 

Nore.—lIn the first Mantra, the Upanishad explains the 
knowledge of the “self” to the Mumukshus, and in the 2ud 
it teaches him to take recourse to Nitya, Naimittik and Pra- 
yaschitta Karmas neglecting the Kamuk Karma. In case the 
disciple fails to understand the self, the knowledge of which 
alone is the means of emancipation, he must perform the three 
kinds of Karmas mentioned above , for only such actions, as are 
done without desire, can remove the cloud of ignorance from his 
mirror-like mind to enable him to grasp the knowledge of the 
self by intuition, The third mantra is to instruct acd to re~ 
proach those degenerated men who are careless as to the teach- 
ings of the first two Mantras and who turn a deaf ear to their 
beuefits and prefer “ Kamuk Karmas.” 

BAraraaa Arex aeQa aaa gat: | 
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THIRD MANTRA, 
“Those lokas which are covered with blind darkness, are 

called (as) Asurya Loka; those amongst us who are the des- 
troyers of their “self” are surely destined to go there after 
death,” Atl the Lokas, for the pleasures of which men hanker, 
are covered with the blind darkness of ignorance : and, there- 
fore, they are called by the Vedas as Asurya loka or Lokas 
without sunlight 4. ¢, they are devoid of the bright knowledge 
of the self aud those wen who are ignorant and do not recog- 
nize their self and are therefore the destroyer of their eelf 
“@Rasant are destined to go there after shaking off this 
material fame. 

Note.—Before giving a full explanation of this Mantra, 
a description of the Lokas is given below. According to the 
calculauions and enquiries of the Hindu Shastras, there are 
fourteen Lokas (systems of worlds) like the one we live in. This 
being the centre of the two series of worlds,—seven upwards 

and seven downwards,—is in the middle und is the connecting 
lic of the whole series, It is called Mirtu loka for the lives 
of the beings living in this world are very-short and uncertain 
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as compared with other higher or lower beings living in other 
up and down Lokas. The upwards are for the superior beings 
and the pleasures and pains allotted to each of them, have been 
by degrees increasing and are of different kinds, The down ones 
are for the inferior beings and the troubles and enjoyments in 
them also have been proportionately divided. The soul accord- 
ing to the nature of its actions and in compliance with the 
established and inevitable laws of the karms, roams in all these 
worlds. Sometimes it enjoys pleasures fora definite period of 
time in one world and at another time, it suffers calamities 
in another, and thus it suffers numerous births and deaths 
and never gets the desired peace anywhere. According to 
the laws of karma for the full realization of the numerous 
kinds of pleasures and pains of the different worlds, the 
soul assumes such bodies as are naturally fit for displaying 
the results or fruits of the actions in those Lokas; aud after 
enjoying the fruits of its actions at a particular place for some- 
time, the soul is again compelled to leave that body and 
take to another one, which may suit it for future life and thus 
this erratic routine continues till the soul by the positive know 
ledge of self acquires final absolution, The Upanishad in this 
Mantra, discloses the fact that those lokas (bere lokas mean 
the worlds and also the bodies assumed, which come and go 
wherein the soul reaps the fruits of its actions for a time beguil- 
ing men and tempting them with their beauties and epjpy- 
ments, which they loug to enjoy), are mere illusions and are 
such thinga which prove disastrous in the end and make life 
more cumbersome for they (both the worlds and the bodies) all 
are surrounded by the same igaorance which having subdued the 
soul, puts it to thousands of unnecessary troubles, Men with 
the sanguine hope of enjoying happiness and eternal peace which 
they believe to get in those Lokas, perform such actions, as 
may help them in their pursuits; but quite contrary to their 
ambitions they see to their great despair and misery that their de- 
sires are never fulfilled and sooner or later when the force of their 
actions diminishes, they are obliged to leave those worlds and 
those bodies which, while in them, they had considered their 
own never to part with but to enjoy for ever. We must bear in 
mind that the source of all peace, comfort, satisfaction and con- 
tentment is our own self, the Atma, and all pleasures and enjoy- 
ments which are thought of to exist in external things are 
nothing but effulgence and reflections due to ignorauce of the 
self itself; but mea being ignorant of the nature and knowledge 
of their own self, aeek for that happipess in other thivgs ; 
exactly ag the musk-deer which possesses the musk in its own 
navel thinking its aweet scent coming from another outward 
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source runs here and there, this side and that side:in order to 
get to it aud thus is put because of its own ignorance, to much 
trouble and no gain at all. As this musk-deer becoming a 
subject to its own ignorance and as the ignorance of its own 
musk in the navel, stand as the first priociple cause to create 
wil kinds of troubles for it and make it run from one thing to 
another; so the absence of the knowledge of the individual 
self which is the fountain of all huppineas, is the principle 
source of all misery and distress and is the only thing which 
misleads men to think that the object of their love and peace 
existe outside aud that they should for their attainment per- 
forin good or bad actions which after all weave the net of mis- 
fortune for them m which they being entangled rise and fall 
and never get a way out to have theirdesired end, This is the 
thiog which the Upantshad clearly describes here that so long 
as a man is ignorant of the knowledge of self, he may assume 
any body and may be iu the possession of auy happiness he is 
all the while and under all circumstance under the influence of 
Maya (Igaorance) and consequently he is never satisfied but 
ever remains in search of the Eternal Peace, the source of which 
is nowhere but ia himself. Tue Vedas declare that so long as 
the bright knowledge of the self does not reflect in the calm 
and undisturbed mind of a man and does not remove the veil 
of ignorance (as the sun dawnosin the sky and removes the 
darkness of the might), he is drowned in his own ignorance 
and in this state, whatever be may do and wherever he may go, 
he meets with troubles and anxieties and never attains eternal 
happiness, This is the import hidden in the first half of the 
above Verse in which the Upauishad says “Those Lokas or 
worlds or bodies are taken up with the blind darkuess of 
iguorance and are therefore called Asurya Loka.” 

“Those amongst us who are destroyers of their self, are 
sure to go there atter leaving thia body.” The Upanishad calls 
here the ignorant as the destroyers of their self for to those 
who do aut know their self the Atma is extinct. They do not 
know tbe value of the self and instead of taking steps to know 
it, attach themeelves to unreal plgssmres and by so doing they 
disregard and disrespect the eternal soul, the cause of all 
causes, 80 much so that they believe the self or soul itself to be 
the sule embodiment undergoing a series of lives and deaths. 
‘This controversy in the belief as to the uature of the self, is a 
sia which bas no impuoity, an action which destroys one’s own 
self aud this is the cause that the ignorant has been virtualiy 
called here as the des of the self. The ignorance, of a 
thing i. ¢. not knowing a thing at all, isto deny its existence 
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totally, and so long as we do not know a thing,—its presence 
or existence and absence or non-existence, are alike to us, 
Similarly when we do not know our own self we fail to realize 
its existence or in other words we are easily inclined to deny 
its existence, This is due to our ignorance of the self. To 
deny _the existence ofa thieg-which-isai-along present with us, 
is, .arhat is culled ignorancs-on-Asidgaand this is what the Text 
dei as the ignorance of the self pointing to its des- 
truction, The self iu its nature is pure and unalloyed, free 
from all worldly embarrassment, the source of all happiness, 
happiness svi generis (of its own kind) but the ignorant men 
think it otherwise; and therefore they are miserayle. The 
Upanishad says that all such men go round the whirlpool of 
actions to the up and down Lokas; and thus goes the alternate 
journey of miserable life aud dreadful death resulting in una- 
voidable excruciating torture. It should be borae in mind that 
unless oue acquires the perfect kaowledge of Atma one cannot 
obtain eternal happiness. Eternat happivess is also unattamahle 
unless the chain of life anl death is breken, The chain-of life 

cannot be cut off uniess the body is destroyed forwwer, 
The destruction of vody is imposmble unless’ actions are given 
up. The actions cannot be laid aside unless_jnsinuating 
desires are driven ont of the mind. Desires will never cease to 
haunt the mind wales she dstinstion between goad and bed ds- 
appears. This distinctina_is never disregarded unl e idea 
ofa Duality is uprooted from the mind. The idea of a 
aa daality“cannotbe brushed aside unless Atma is conceived 

us Absolute, This will be seldam possible dntess the self is 
known or realized. The knowledge of self cannot be had nuless 
ignorance is removed. ‘Tous nothing but only the ignorance of 
self is the cause of all evils It is the only basis on which the 
soul builds the body eavironed by the actions of this illusive 

world. 

Nore. The third mantra varifying the mischief caused by 
desired actions and showing the contemptible state of bodies aud 
proving the glowing accounts of the deceptive appearance of 
numerous worlds to be unreal, directs men never to bave recourse 
to wilful actioas or to cherish any desira for the enjoymeut of 
the so-called pleasures which terminate in extreme agony. 
To obtain everl SweiFg happiness and to get deliverence from sue- 
cessive births and deaths self should be understood as hae been 
alleged in the first Mantra. In case of failure, actions should be 
performed as enjoined by the second Mantra. The fourth 
Mantra now describes and explains the nature of the very self 
which is the self of the wise and the kaowledge of whic has 
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been recommended in the first Mantra as the goal of the soul. 
The disciple ought to be very careful to underatand that the self 
said in the first mantra is in reality ever looking up, perpetual, 
motiontess, all-knowing like sky omnipresent end alt pervading, 
Happiness itself, by knowing which the Ego or the Individua- 
lity of the soul is destroyed, becomes merged in the Universal 
self. That self in this fourth mantra is described aloog with 
His real vature to be embodied with other manifold faculties 
running against those related above in that mantra also. It 
must be understood that the disagreement put in here is due to 
the unjust and wonderful power maya under the influence of 
which men are ignorant of the knowledge of the self. This dis- 
agreement continues fora time; for, though virtually the ig- 
noble qualities are never in the self, yet before the ignorance is 
dispelled by the positive knowledge, of the Aéma these qualities 
too inhere in It in connection with mays or physical body ; 
and this is the cause that the self ia descrited in this mantra 
as embodied with qualities the object of which is that the dis- 
ciple may clearly understand the intrinsic worth of the self, 
having assured himself of the truth of all negative and affirma- 
tive qualities attribated to it from different points of view. 

ARABHATAI AAA Ragar araarqeladig | 
aaraarcaraetfafasaftarararatear cartel 

FOURTH MANTRA. 

This self is unstirring, single. It is swifter than (the speed 
nf) mind, foremost of all; Devas never reach It. It always stands 
stills yet (at the same time) it overtakes others. The Matrishwah 
(Ether) bears all actions in itself by Its help. Meaning —This 
pervading Self is naturally motionless. Jt is one 4. e. not. only 
unequalled but ulso free from the three kinds of worldly dif- 
ferences or Duality. 

(1) of the same nature called gerdaitz as man and man. 
(2) ofa different nature called fagmaitaita as naa and another animal. 
(3) in one’s own vature called ermtitg ax man and hie limbs. 

We know one (1) a distinct. number from other digits (2) 
(3) and (4) etc; but the self by saying one is not an object to be 
counted by these digits; for the digit one (1) precedes before 
the numbers and (2) and (3) etc. folluw it. These are used in 
numbering when two or more things of one kind or different 
kinds exist in order to particularize them for the sake of dis- 
tinction and commuuication. “The self is beyond notation or 
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numeration as it is an Universal and Omnipotent Being ; be- 
cause there is nothing beyond self; therefore self has been 
Specified as one Absolute Being. It always leads the Mind but 
ever precedes it. Devas—t fs the different ruling pamere of 
ue Sve senso-otgene end tie five-warkingcosgans never know it. 
The all-pervading breath Pran Bagna, the seed of desires mani- 
fests and upholds all the creation which it has caused to develop 
in itself by the support of Atma, Explaration—The self is na- 
turally motionless. Yet It is not an inert body. It is itself the 
Soul and the soul itself is nothing but the self and it is itself the 
source of life which we value the most. Why is the soul of 
souls and life of lives motionless 18 the question here ? The self, 
as it is omni-present, is diffused through all things. There is 
uo Place, no Atom, no Atmosphere, no Vacuum, no Space and no 
Imagination throughout all Material and Spiritual Phenomena and 
Naumena where the self is not present with ail ite full grandeur as 
the first and foremost essential ground-workon the independent ex- 
istence and influence of which, the existence of this delusive nature 
is perspective. It is quite evident that motion takes place in 
space, a body cannot stir in its position without vacuum or 
space but there is no such vacuum or space beyond the self 
and this endless space which we see or can imagine has itself got 
its existence in the immensity of the self itself therefore this 
self is by its own nature motionless, As the self exists in itself 
and there is uo space beyond self aad motion perceptible or 
imperceptible, is owing to the self, therefore it is necessary 
for and becoming the self to be an immoveable embodiment. 
The self is the cause and the motion is its effect, therefore 
the motion Which is the effect of Ts cause The self, cannot 
be attributed to the cause the self which is uncaused. As 
the cky is all pervading and motionless, so the self is omni- 
present and motionless and asthe magnet gives motion to 
the pieces of iron by its power so the self 1s stationary and 
Movements which we see are caused vy it. It is also single 
fur there exists nothing beyond self, What appear besides it, 
are mere delusive things and illusions, The self as true is alone—, 
an Independent Entity. It is swifter than the mind. Though 
stationary and without motion yet it precedes the mind, Secm- 
ingly this appears to be a puzzling controversy ; but this is not 
the case. Mankind generally know that of all things on the - 
face of the earth,—The Light, the Sound—the two objects of the 
two senses, Eyes and Kara—surpess all speed; but the miad 
which animates the seuses and makes them work is even 
swifter than the twinkling of an eye. travelling round the whole 
known as well as unknowns or imagioed world. This mind, the 
Tate of whose speed is incalculable lags behind and cannot 
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forego the self. The Tet means to say that it is the self which 
auimates the mind and it is because of it only that the mind 18 
perceptible in ite different phases, The animater of the mind must 
be present everywhere in order to lead or enliven the mind, 
The Upanishad says that the mind which is so active lingers 
behind the self which as it ia, never moves. Yet being al) per- 
vading, precedes it everywhere, This self is of such a nature 
that Devas never reach it, “The Dovas or five sense organs 
by the help of which we boast of possessing or commanding the 
tactical knowledge of the materix! worid cannot know the self ; 

Because they are the products of Matter or the five elements 
Ether, Sky, Air, Fire, Water and Earth so they can work in 
their own element, The self as itis not Matter is beyond their 
reach, It has been stated above that these organs are nothing 
in themagelves but they are ammated by the mind which itself, 
in ita turn, is enlivened by the Seif. When the mind itself fails 
to get to self, it can very well be ascertained how the sense or- 
gans then, which fail to know even the nature of the mind, oan 
find ont the self —In the self so depicted above, the Matrishwuh 
i.e. Maya ot the waumafm 4. ¢. the indefinite foremost principle 
or power, which is the source of the Mahat tafwa or the ra- 
tional organ of reason and ascertainment, creates, organizes and 
upholds all the ereations independantly by the indirect and 
uninterested incentive of the unslloyed Self It must be 
thoroughly understood that the self stands above all, as free 
from all things and it is one subtie aud universal fountain of 
Eternal Bliss. There is no Duality in it. The Dualiry which 
we see with our seuses and fee! witi-in us is caused by this nem ater 
under the influence of which the perva ling self, (being beyond 
the reach of the senses yet grasped hy the penetrating mind or 
Budhi in which it reflects in the guise of Ego w# or J.) is mis- 
understood by ignorance and is not known to us; and the re- 
sult of this is that we who in reality are the self aid free from 
all disturbances, believe ourselves to be the most miserable and 
consequeutly we auffer intolerable pain of suecesSive changes 
of bodies, This H7O—OF J represents the self and it must not 
be believed to be the Self itself, 

As a representative represents the entity by whom he is 
deputed and is yet only a representative and not the real map, 
in the same manner the Ego represents the self by implication 
and the wise will trace their self through this identity only 
aud not as the Real Self, Though this Zyo is not the self 
but 3 the self acts through it aud is hidden behind it and is 
Tepresented by it mirrored up in selfs Sense—Intellect. So 
reagon prompts us that it is iacumbenton man to know the real 
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matuve of the go; for as it represents the Ael/, the knowledge 
eof .ouly will at.oace convince us of the aature and knowledge 
of the Self. It must be borne ia mind that we can never get 
over the ignorance and trouble that environ us-u 
we reasonably solve und understand the problems “ Who am I?” 
“ Whence came 1?” “ What was 17” aud “ What will be the fate 
of I?” Seemingly these appear to be so many questions but-ia 
reality they are one aud the same, for the solution of the one 
leads simultaneously to the sulution of the others. “I” ig the 
representative of our own self, knowing it ia as easy as anything ; 
it is for the ignorauce of self that it has become the most diffi- 
cuit problem to solve even for the mont trained and well cul- 
tivated mind, not to say of mankind as a whole, fur whom the 
solution of such philusopbic dogmas is next to impossible? 

What is the individual connotation of “I” ov “Me”? Why 
and how is the self represented by it,—is the question now ? 
Befure taking up the question, it is proper to explain bere 
first what sagem ofa is which is the source of mahut tuttwa 
or Budhi, in, which ihe self reflects. Full concentration is 
necessary to pry into this serious qnestion. Iguoranea of this 
is the cause of all troubles, and knowledge the means of obtaia- 
ing happiness, nay, eternal peace, It has been more than once 
afirmed by the Vedas that the self is pure aod unalloyed and 
this bas also been clearly described in the explanation of the 
firat mantra, But it will cause great confusion when Aveht 
aume afim is also affirmed to be a separate Power besides the 
self, possessing different qualities, We should reason upon 
this subject deliberately and dispassionately. What the Upani- 
shads, say, about the Atma, is bare truth and really there exists 
nothing bat Self; what they say about wear, ag an existing 
privciple, the cause of the manifestation of this illusive and 
wonderful world, is also true. A great contrast seems to be 
involved in this statement; but what is meant here ie that this 
wea will, 1 its propagation, appear to exist ovly so long as 
Iguorance prevails; and when true knowledge of the self sets 
in, and Afma ie realized and seen in its natural light, this dua- 
lity totally disappears, A riyht view of the thing shakes off 
ignorance and makes self clearly perceptible. As the darkness of 
the ight disappears by the rise of the sun, so Ignorance 
vanishes when tie light of knowledge of Atma is visible 
in life. Maya or Iznvurance works bere as a talisman, As 
the suu is a luminary body and the days aud nights are caused 
by the earth, moving round it, so the atm is anall hving 
bright, apiritual power which, unmoved, causes all human frail- 

~ties io vather round it, As the sun; of itsclf, being one es:ential 
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part of the oniverse, isa Body that puts all other bodies te 
work sad .to perform their uatural functions, so the Atma is 
the main principle of all what we see. It is itself motionless and 
uneounected, but being the main spring, every thing is de- 
pendent on it. As dreams disappear the moment we awake, 
#o all the product of deceitfal ignorance vanishes, as the Atma is 
realized. 

One, who bas known his self and has shaken eff duality 
with the fight of Wisdom, can undoubtedly believe that what. 
the Upanistads describe about the self is true to the letter but 
the generality, who are deprived of this knowledge, take golf 
ay an imaginary thing owing to ignorance ; so long as they are 
wo, they believe everything of the earth earthy asa real and 
everlasting object of pleasure and enjoyment, Virtually, this 
telf is a real thing of am extraordinary nature to the wise, a8 
jas been depicted in the Vidas. It is the wise who realise 
practically the truth of the description of the self and what is 
suid of the moya ix mere illusve and is perceptible only so 
Jong a4 ove ig ignorant of the knowledge of the self. For the 
time this knowledge is vet aequired, the duality, as bas been 
attributed to the self, is worth consideration and when the self 
iy ascertained, it is seeu nowhere in reality. Jo short Ignorance 
of the knowledge of the sef begets duality atteaded with the 
troubles of life, This selfis grasped and al} the misfortunes to- 
gether with this duality disappear at once and are never seen 
again, Here is an illustrotion. A rope is sometimes mistakea 
us a snake, due to false perception. Closely examined, the per- 
ception is overcome and we mend our error of, sense-knowledge, 
thinking for certain that a rope cannet be @ anake and the error 
arose only through false perception. 

Exactly in the same manner it is the ignorance of the know- 
Jedge of the self that gives rise to duality and the lot of worldly 
troubles; the moment the knowledge of the self i gained, maya, 
with all its evils, disappears juat as the file perception Of the 
snake instead of the reat rope. As the mere ignorance of the 
kuowledge of the trifling rope produces a dreadful anake, 30 wan’ 
of knowledge of the most valuable self begets mays ; and as the 
dreadful snake, s0 produced, is the cause of numerous troubles, 
so maya, in its turn, creates shia vast wonderful world of 
trouvles and so called worldly pleasures and enjoyments, 

Doubts about the illustration of the repe snd the snake ma, 
not besatisfactory in the matter of theself and the mayo, for inthi: 
we. ld, where innumerable things of different kinds and qualitie 
exist, it is possible one may be deceived sometimes by ceeip, 
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falae snake ic the shape of 2 rope for thousands of snakes come 
before us, But in the self which is alone, without & second aud 
free from all duality, the assumption of maya or ignorance ix 
quite absurd, In the heginning when there was nothing but 
self, who brought forth maya forgetting the cif? who was 
overpowered by this ignorance 7 Could such questions arise at 
all? The self is above such questionsand the Vedas aleo expli- - 
Gitly define it to be 20; thterefore admitting maya and jiva or 
soul aa different entities, they exist along with the self from 
eternity and ere independant in their existence as the elf is, 

Nors.—The disciple strengthens here the duality and the 
difference between the self aud soul as of two different things. 
He refutes the oneness of the soul and self and sticks to his 
faith that maya and soul are quite different from each otber 
existing from time immemorial as God exists of Himself but 
they ure governed hy the self. He affirms that the soul being 
quite different a thing cannot equal the self and it remains al- 
ways subject to its own actions resulting in pain or pleasure of 
the world which ia not au illusion but a real thing made out of 
matter. 

In reply to this doubt it is again urged that the illustra. 
tion of the rope and the enake will easily remove these doubts 
and threfore the same subject should be very carefully and 
calmly considered and attended to, These doubts naturally 
arise ‘in an untraived mind ever influenced by ignorance as it 
is only ignorance which gives rise to such questions. As to the 
doubta “ How the existence of mayg is ascertained and calen- 
lated, who fell under its influence when there existed nothing 
ia the very beginning save the self” they are also unreasonable, 
Questions for such dunbts spring pp in the minds of disciples 
who stagger and shift from one point to other and do not as- 

* Certain the explanation of the Upanishads calmly and sedately. 
It must be thoroughly understood that the self, as has been 
represented by the ‘Upanishads, isubove all doubts and it is be- 
cause of the undescribable power of maya, that the truth of 
the Text is doubted. It is an infallible trath that igoorance ia 
nothing in reality in comparigon to self; but it is itself the root 
of its own evil, It 1s by ignorance only that the self ie thought 
of to have been forgotten by one’s own self. It is by ignorance 
only that the self is regarded to have fallen under the induence 
of the 06 called ignorance. It is by ignorance only that all 
this manifold manifestations of the world are thought of to 
have been regulated by the self in the Self. Suffice it to ay 
that nothing more can be said than this that the Self is free 
from oll evila; and it in ignorance or moya—the wonderful band. 
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maid of the seif, which of itself has become such 8 mighty powet 
that it can do whatever it may like, and irrespective of any ac- 
tion on the part ‘of the self itself, it has developed by its own 
nature, what we are seeing now, this vast and wonderous world, 
‘Thie vast end undefinable world has emerged out of this 
wonderful maya, in the same way,as-the great banian tree 

. comes out ef au invisible cause existing in the small seed, and 
only comprehensible to but a few. The Upanishads say and the 
wise realize that the nature of the maya is unspeakable. It is 
neither true (real) nor untrue (unreal), neither it bas its exis- 
tence nor non-existence. It is true because it exists and is 
perceptible in all its grandeur as long as the self is not known. 
Tt is illusion because the very moment the self is ascertained 
and realized it disappears and is nowhere seen in reality, This 
maya, the cause of all perceptible and conceivable objects, bas 
been therefore described as undefinable and so it is, it was, 
and it, will ever be. 

Why? Because this so called maya is at the support of the 
‘Universal Atma, and as it is maya i.e, possessing indefinite 
magical power ; it naturally covers or shrouds Atma too, under 
ite influence, This maya itself, with all its magical and won- 
derful powers, is mere an illusion in reality in the eyes of an 
‘Atma gayani ; but for the ignorant as long as he does not rea- 
lize his Atma, the maya, and its wonderous work appear to be 
true and real The Universal Atma Himself is its supporter, 
and at the same time is the arena, where it can work its will, 
Virtually the maya exists at His support, and at the same time, 
it seemingly tries to subdue the self by its own influence and 
charm, borrowed from the self, in such a way that it makea 
itself appear to be all in all. How this maya exists at the sup- 
port of the Atma, and how, it in its turn, exercises its influence 
over this Atma, can be fully understood by the following example. 

As the darkuess seen within an enclosed house rests at the 
support of the house and darkens the house itself; so the maya 
is at the support of the Atma and also exercises its influence 
over Him. As the appearance of the light of a wick absorbs 
the darkness within the house ; so the light of the knowledge 
of the self vanishes the maya at once. As the absence of light 
creates darkness throughout the world so the absence of the 
knowledge of the Atma creates this wonderous world or maya. 
In short, the darknesa and mya are nothing but proofs of the 
abseace of light and the knowledge of Atma respectively, It is 
new ‘very, clear to the reader to understand the nature of the 
maya and the weight and jufluence it bas upon beings, in both 
the oases, when they ure with or without the ignorance which he 
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¥. in, and“ but”a careless and hurried readiog will, iastead of 
earing the mind, add to the bewildering aud deceptive situa-- 

tion of the recipient. It must be borne ju mind that a careful,’ 
calm, and undisturbed study, of these lines, will assuredly enable 
the reader to free biuself from the ignorance he is iu. 

Now, we go back and take iu hand the question of “Ego”: 
‘auq or “I” which for the sake of strengthening the reasoning of 

the disciple was left uudescribed first. What it is, is now 
shown below, : 

This so-called maya, about which much has been said above, 
has been classified by reason of nature and according to its 
different qualities into two kiuds--Pure maya or vidaya and 
impure mayu or aviduya. 

Pure maya is that quality of maya which can do every 
thing and there is nothing i:npossible for 1t to do, and aviduya is 
thut quality of maya which also possesses all powers, but iguar- 
ance and forgetfuloess are its chief embodiments which ara 
not naturally fuuud in Pure maya aud so it is manifold. 

The maya by itself is an inert object, but being naturally 
cleac it is reftected in the all-pervading A ¢ma, and being influenced 
Ly it, also Lecame perceptible by assuming the invisible form of 
@ living identity, as the rays of Jight or sua or fire, while light- 
euing or warming things, hy their nature, create light or fire as 
well at a place where they form their fuci. This muya having 
possessed the reflection of the Pure, unaffected aud uniform 
Atma embodied in useif the apparent but secoudary qualities 
of the Atmu aud thus the reflection or the primary cause and, 
the maya or the secondary cause both together created the 
wonderous universe. The reflection of the all-pervading Atma 
in the pure maya became $xat Creator or God and that in the 
aviduys it became ata or Ego or L The God having possessed 
pure saya became Omnipotent and Omniscient whereas the 
Ego or I coming in contact with avidaya became a. being of 
limited power aud qualities. The God being Omnipoteut and 
omniscient became the master of the Life or Ego or I und this 
jn its turn became its servant. The God being Omnipotent aod 
‘Omaiscient naturally knows His own self, He never falls in ig- 
worance and consequently He is free from the influence of 
maya and always eujoys the unrestricted bliss of His self, The 
Jiva or Ego is also of the same nature as God being the reflec- 
tion of the same all-pervading Atma. Coming in contact with 
avidaya it has failed to maintain its position and is subjected ta 
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the influence of maya which is misguided self. Thus it haw, 
Yielded to a series of misfortanes renting in lives and deaths 
which it itself assumes by dint of its natural intention gee. 
It is now clear enough to underatand that God and the Ego or 
I or soul are naturally the same thing and there ia no difference 
in reality between them. It is simply the maya and the 
qvidaya, the two different powers, which differ in themselves, 
The all-powerful may: bas been the cause of creating the so-call- 
ed difference otherwiee they, when carefully examined, are the 
same thing and are convertible terms. Neither, God nor Soul, 
was ever created. They are self-existing spirit. The difference 
caused between them is accounted for maya—the wonderful and 
astonishing power of that Parabbramha atma which is above 
all—and @ thing quite different from God and soul, the master 
and the servant or the ruler and the ruled, by reason of their 
naturally being away and free from reflection but at the same 
time quite the same thing when the reflection which is Bis, is 
taken into consideration. On the one hand, when He is quite 
different a thing and above Gudand Soul, the idea is that 
He is Himself absolute ; and op the other hand, when He is the 
same thing as God and Soul, the idea is that these twu are no- 
thing in themselves but are His reflection. In other words 
according to the natural laws of Atma and His wonderous and 
deceptive power, Maya, the Atma remaining Himself as He is 
all the while, having reflected into two different sorts of maya 
(by two difterent patural ways) has assumed two playful add 
nominal different forms named God and Soul, which partially 
liave been the cause of the manifestation of this world looked so 
wouderoat and infinite. How the God and the souls are one 
and the same thing in reality and how they differ from one an- 
other is again shown below by an example. A king,a Maharaja _ 
and his subjects, a beggar, and a leper are the same thing with- 
out any difference whatever whea we take them to be men. 
All of them are subject to the same laws of nature aa to ‘birth, 
Life and Death. They move under the same sky, are warmed by 

_ the’ light of the same suc, breathe the same air, walk on the 
same.earth wad eat the produce of the same field. Then wherein 
lea the differenced’ ig the question? The answer is not far to 
seek. The. défforence is in their status in society. What com- 

* patison cas there be between a king who possesses immense 
‘Wealth, is ‘bowed down to by thousands of men, enjoys all the 
Pleasures of the world and is free from all aoxiety and beggar 
wha 1s loft-alone otying'and dying for a morsel of bread to fill 
his empty atomach ? Yes,a great difference in the outward is 
even between them, - But intrinsically the difference vanishes. 
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That is a thing which neither they bring with them when 
they come into existence nor take with them when they leare 
this world for good. The beginning, life and the end, death—beth 
begin and end without these things which make the so-called 
difference perceptible for a time between a king, and a most 
abandoned beggar. This so-called difference is nothing ; for it 
hag no reality. A thing which is perceptible only for a time in 
the middle period of life and cannot b- attributed to it either 
in the beginoing or end of it, is not to be relied upon It is 
deceiving, unreal and the wise care little for it; for that which 
made one a king and the other a poor beggar, does not make 
any change or effect in any wise iu their real nature of being 
men throaghout. That which does not come with the soul 
when it takes its birth, as they say,in this world nor accom- 
panies the soul, when as they say, it leaves the world, but is attri- 
buted to tt during the middle stage between life and death,—is a 
thing which is falsely attached to it by igoorance, The wise 
have decided and the vedas corroborate that which is unreal in 
the beginniug and also in the end is also the same in the middle, 
aod what appears something else iu the middle is momentary, 
false and deceptive. 

Nore.—The fourth mantra expounds the nature of thia 
Brahmi atina or nirgun (i.e) beyond the three gunas Sut, 
Ruj and Tam but the disciple all along during the study of 
this atma videya too, had in his mind Jshwar the Sugun 
Brahma or the Creator of Universe as the Supreme ruler ant 
goul of guals, so taking this idea in view and in order that he may 
not undervalue his Sugun God, the fifth mantra clears this 
point, 

agate ade fer ag? aghne | 
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FIFTH MANTRA. 
“Tt (is He that) stirs ever and it (is He that) stirs never, it 

is far away, aud likewise too near, it is inside of all this, as well 
as it ia onteide of all this.” 

Seemingly what this mantra says ia a logical fallacy; for 
one undivisible self or thing cannot remain in two quite op- 
posite states at one and the same time ; whereas here, the Upa- 
nishad descrites dima to be naturally of a nature where Logic 
and Science of the preseat age cannot lave access; but is based 
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upon. the mal‘ rules and taws of the Atma vidaier, no beantifully 
explained in the Upanishads indirectly by the Jshwara Him- 
self and directly by the incarnated beings and the revered learned 
inspired Rishie aud Munis of yore. The Upanishads are 
Logie, advanced on the grounds which treat of higher arranges 
ments now éalled out of ignorance, supernatural beings; and 
they are also the science, which treat of that wonderful know- 
ledge and power, heard in the books, now called, out of weakness 
of brain, supernatural powers, mantras and so on. We mean to 
say that what the Upanishads teach is not within easy reach of 
ali and those who understand them are not common men. They 
are supernatural beings and the Vedas themselves call them so. 
The reader should therefore kindly bear in mind that’ the teach- 
ings of the Upanishads are unquestionable truths—now the Text, 

“Tt is He that stirs ever and it is He that stirs never &c’ 
It is obvious that such expressions require a clear explatatio’n 
for it is against common sense to behteve a thing to be in two 
quite opposite states at one and at the same time. Jn their 
ieaning, these expressions have two aspects no doubt but the 
tenth underlies therein in every state. How can these two 
different states of atma be realized at one and the same time, 
and both as true and convincing as any fact can be, will be 
explained; but before that I put here some questions which, 
though themselves are the solutions of the same problem, are 
yet the expected avawers which they require, and this will 
have to be admitted by the readers if they will answer thenr 
honestly. 

1. If we are to order the clerks to write so and so to a 
certain man and he does so, the question is whether we are 
responsible for that writing 7 If so whether we do write it our- 
selves with our own hand? The responsibility of the writing 
will force you to admit that it is your writing but at the same 
time, that will itself plead that it is not your own hand which 
ee pubrit in black and white; so you wiite it and you do not, 

OW 

2, Having taken our tickets we got into the Railway 
carriage aod the train left. By the moving of the train we 
move, but in reality we do not. So we do moveand do not at 
the same time. How? 

3. In dreaming we see numerous things which we believe, 
for th time, to be real aud perfect as anything, but in reality 
we gee nothing as is the common belief. So we do see and at 
the same time we see not (there being nothing in reality), How t 
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4° By chance the pistol ie your hand: is fired and it strikes: 
aman dend You strike the man and you kill him bat you do 
not kill at the same time; a8 you had not the intention of 
killing him, so you kill him and you do not. Why ? 
‘5 Yon see or hear a thing of word but not without the 

thedinm of light or air as the ease may be. You, with your 
eyes and ears, with the help of their respective media of hgat 
and air see and hear but not without the mediums, So you see 
and hear no doubt but at the same time you yourself do neither 
see nor hear, How? 

6, While in sound sleep which is a state of perfect peace 
and rest, we and all our faculties lie dormant. We and all our 
faculties exist then and also they do not. How? 

7. The sun by itself is atationary but at the same time by 
its light and heat regulates the works of nature in their proper 
places at their appointed time; so with nature he works but at 
the same time he does not work, Is it not ? 

If, Now on the second part of the mantra “It is far and 
at the same time too near,” 

8, The sun as we know is very far off from us but our 
connection with its light and heat which work in all our nerves, 
convinces us that it is too close to us. Cun we not say and say 
it correctly that it is too far from us and at the same time quite 
connected with us? 

9. If we stard on one side of a sea-shore, whence the 
other side is thousands of miles off, and from there we command 
only the sight ofa firth or one thousandth part of the whole 
expansion of the sea, we fee! sure that we are near the sea and 
yet at the saine time are very far from it (sea) where nothing 
but water is seen all around and uo trace of land is perceptible 
anywhere. Similarly if we want to reach the other side of the 
Himalayas, and stand at one of the rocks at the foot of the 
Hinalaya mountains, we can safely say the Himalaya is too 
near and at the same time very far off. Is it not? 

Ill. Now on the third part of the mantra, 4. ¢. “It is 
inside of all this as well as it is ontside of all this,” 

10, Ifa jar or vessel made of mud or any other matter 
aud filled with the same matter and covered by a cover of the 
same element be examined, it will be proved that its material 
cause exists hoth inside and outside of the vessel. Similarly 
any solid, liquid or gaseous thing when examined will be found 
of the same uature throughout provided only one is taken 
into account at one time. Can't we then argue that the mate 
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vial cause of the thing, under trial, exists both inside and out- 
aide of it? Similarly numerous examples relating to each case 
can be put forth separately illustrating the object in band aud 
under discussion. : 

The text means to say that Atma by His own nature 
never stira but es the motion aud activity which are seen in 
this world are caused by Him, so virtually, it is the Atma, 
which moves and acts in all motions and activities of the world. 
As dima, is all pervading life, and is all happiness, uuchange- 
able, ever in one etate ; so that to attribute motion &c. to it, is 
weakness of understanding, but at the same time te attribute 
these functions to some other thing, is also a great misunider- 
standing ; for the enlivener of the world is the same Atma. 
This Atma is the very nature of the self itself and those who 
realise this, to them, it is as near as anything can be; but those 
who de not understand its nature and have not realixed any 
governing and al! pervading power beyond their life and supe~ 
rior to the powers realieed by the so-called matter and force, to 
them the Atma, though ever with their life, is very far off. As 
Atma is both efficient and material cause of the Universe; a0 
there exists nothing but Atma throughout the Universe. All 
this means to say that the same Atma when He is considered 
with Maya ia the actor or doer, far and near, in and out of 
every action or thing seen or done ia the world, aud when He is 
considered in its own light and absolute, it is free from all acy 
tions. To the wise it is everything and everywhere and to the 
ignorant it is beyond their understanding. 

Note—The following Mantra uttere the merit of the 
knowledge wra and is in the praise of the wise. 

aay wearfiy yatearergarqueafat \ 
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SIXTH MANTRA. 
“He who beholds all the Universe in the self, and again 

sees the all pervading self in all the Universe, never becomes 
distracted or dejected,” 

To the man who has realised the Atma, ae the working 
gtound and cause of everything, the Universe appears as « bub- 
Vie on the endless calm surface of the water of a sea. The 
Universe, with aif its pleasures, miseries and pains, sppenra to 
him as different aspects of the same element, visible for a time 
and seoa no more, So he having realised His Atma, and seeing 
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all the aniverse as a moment display of the same er, id 
different forms, sete no value ie there and does not care wether 
this may come or go and thus he realises his self as all happiness, 
a state which is free from care and dejection, As the bubble is 
produced in water, and it is water which ia visible in the form 
of a bubble ; go it is Atma which is looked in the form of this 
world and the world in ita turn is no other thing than Atma, 
He who understands this highest pitch of the philosophy of the 
Upanishad, he is free from all duality aud consequently he is 
ever happy aud satisfied and ia neved dejected, 

2 afera agri yareareRargigeraa: | 
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SEVENTH MANTRA. 
“The man, who understands thoroughly the nature of the 

self and believes the whole universe as the sel/ itself, becomes 
free from love and trouble.” 

He, who has been fully aware of the nature of the se/f and 
finds nothiug but unity of God throughout the whole world, is 
entirely freed from troubles of life here and hereafter, and so 
he is above the boniage of both the worlds of wisdom and 
actions and enjoys eternal Peace. As we find gold, water, aud 
earth, throughout at every point, when we examine a gold 
ornament, a piece of ice and an earthen pot respectively, so 
the wise do not see anything but “ Brahma” io all the objects, 
shaped and oamed in one or the other way within the reach of 
their senses. 

Nore.—The Sixth and Seventh mantras are to describe 
the result and fruit (which ends in having the bliss ) of Atma 
gayana, 

STUARTS | YFAITT- 
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EIGHTH MANTRA. | 
Norz.—As wo bere Gnd difference between. a king and- 9 
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peasant or Lérd ‘add a tenant, from a social point of view ‘but, at: 
the same time, realise the unity of humanity whereiu also lies. 
touch difference, so we should not believe in the unity and. 
difference of our dima with the Parmatma. In this coinci- 
dence also the duality plays its part. The Jiva or soul is the 
same thing as God or the Creator of the Universe is, The 
difference between them is owing to Avidaya and Maya. 
When the cousideration of avidaya and maya is let off, there 
appears to exixt ove Atma throughout and nothing else, But, 
while ignorance prevails, the same Atma, in connection with: 
avidaya, seems to perform actions and thereby assumes 
forms and nominally enjoys pleasures and paina through the - 
different orgaus which have been given to him by God or the 
Parmatma, who is the master of it{ Maya.) This Parmatma 
even, with Maya, has really no physical frame, and no organ 
and nothing of the kind. It is generally believed to have a cor- 
poreal power or frame, sitting at some particular place, denomi- 
nated God, When necessary He assumes the forms as He 
desires bat ia reality He has no form and so to clear this tis- 
understanding about a personal God, this eighth mantra of the 
Upanishad clears this point. 

“That which is pure, incorporeal, spotless, without views, 
free from polution, scathless, is all pervading, all seeing, all 
knowing, above all, self existent, He organised all things, for 
Brahma Deva, from eternity.” 

The Creator of the Universe, who bas established laws and 
adjusted elements, framed rules and regulations, and thereby 
has bound nature fast in its course from eteruity, is in reality 
pure, that is, free from duality, untangible, limitless, inactive, 
free from all sorta of organs, beyond the grasps of the worda 
this or that, existing everywhere, seeing ail things, knowing all 
things, surpassing all and existing by Himself. He being free’ 
from every thing puts the Brahma Deva at the top of the 
creution. 

Nove.—This mantra has much to deal with the Physical 
or Personal God or incarnated beings as they have been called. 
They generally put much weight on such beings aa have beeu, 
in many ways, revered as God Himself. ‘The belief, of holding” 
the incarvated beings in the same light a8 God Himself, is in 
no way against common sense and what people generally doubt 
about-them ‘is due to their false knowledge about the imper- 
sonal God and His abstract qualities, It is the misunders- 
tanding of the incorrect idea, about the nature of the.abéalute 
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power, which creates doubt in the untrained minds about per- 
sonal God, as shown below. Those who doubt the necessity of 
Awatare put forward their ridiculous reasoning, saying that 
‘God, who’ ia Impersonal, Omnipresent and All-powerful, can do 
all things without assuming the persona) form and soit is un- 
reasouatle and unscientific to believe in the personal Gol, aud 
they corroborate their statement not only by reagoving but by 
‘quoting the authority from the chapters of the Vedas, We 
vadmit so far both their reasoning and authority of the Vedas, 
-and we too believe that God can do all things and there is no 
power resisting His will, and He is not required to axsume any 
personality to doa thing. We cannot doubt His being Omni- 
potant, nor do we urge to believe the Lord God to be an imperfect 
being when we say that He assumes corporeal forms at parti- 
cular times for particular reasons at a pasticular place. Tbe 
‘belief in the incarnated God, is not to disbelieve the Impersonal 
absulute God or to question His powers but to show while He 
is so absolute and so subtle and can do alt things, still, notwith- 
standing possessing all the faculties in His impersouality, He 
does stick to the first principles formed and observed by Him 
in regulating the different cycles, wherein no other power has 
any band to make any alterations or amendmenis. The readers 
are requested to clearly grasp the sense of the note given in 
the fourth mantra, It has been shown there that the sbsolute 
one is free from all duality, and there is no questioning, uo 
reasoning about Him. It is the thing which the humau mind 
and intellect cannot reach or grasp respectively but by anni- 
hilating themselves. It is His reflection in the maya, which 
along with it, is called the Creator ; and it is this very Power 
which represents the Absolute One. It is this Power which hy 
reason of being the reflection of the Absolute Himself, is Abso- 
lute and by reason of being with maya It is at the same time 
Creator of the world. The word God has « two-fold meaning ia 
the Vedas, and other religions books, One the absolute or ini- 
personal God, who is beyond human understanding and devoid of 
all qualities, it being called Brahma or Nirgun Ishwar, The 
other mey-k God, invested with all powers. That which is Ab- 
sulute and possesses no definable Qualities is the home of al! qua- 
Jities when He is considered with His power, the maya. All 
the Divine qualities which we hear about God are coufined to 
this sugun or qualified God and they have nuthing to do with 
the absolute Lord, This sagun Gul is the Creator, Preserver 
an! Aunibilator.of this universe and to regulate these three 
functions, He has, according to the nature of the three gunas, 
made Hinwelf known by tires different powers aamed ritje, 
satanoak aud (amas and to represent..these three Powers, ho 
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has established the triad of Devas,—Brahma, Vishou and Mabesk 
or the separate personalities and rules and govetne the world, 
through them, The sagun God is the whole and the Triad 
is the representation of some of His powers which are the 
component parts of the whole. The spiritual worlds or the 
higher regions are governed by the whole, The eagun God 
and the material worlds, or the lower regions are governed by 
the whole as well as separately by His special powers the 
triads, Whenever by the wilful force of the actions of the 
other Devas, and the Rakhshasas, and the Manushyas, some 
great thing such as the increase of virtue or sin or other dis- 
turbance takes place in the world; then according to His own 
appointed luws to keep up the equilibrium, to reward the 
labours in a way as be has been implored by the worshippers, 
and to punish the sinners according to their desires, either He 
Himself assumes a separate form best suited to carry out the 
desired end or He gets his Will done by means of the Trinds, 
as the case may be. It may be asked what that Divinity is 
that the actions of the beings cause disturbauce to such an 
extent that the diving arrangement is affected and God ia then 
put to trouble to bring it into order again. Let us mark that 
God and also the Triads being omnipotent in their spheres, are 
so merciful that they are every moment ready to fulfil the 
desires, of any sort whatsoever, of their worshippers if they are 
sincere. He by His power fulfils all the desires of all such 
beings to the best; so allowing them their reward. He does 
not lack in any way to keep up His appointed laws and this is 
due tc his Divinity and Perfection, He allows every thing 
to be granted to His worshippers what they desire from Him 
and yet He maintains by His divine power His superiority 
over all, This shows His Infinite wisdom and perfection, under 
all circumstances, by tneans of incarnated beings to His wor- 
shippers particularly, and to the whole world generally, in a 
way, that their fuitl io Him may be still stronger and their 
exo, for their greatness may not find pl«ce in their hearts, As 
this material world is maya, so He assumes His magic mate- 
rial forms called incarnation due to His ommipotency aud 
nothing else, 

wearan: ufantts Asfraargures r) 
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NINTH MANTRA. 

« All those whe worship what is not real knowledge eater, 

. 
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after death, into blind darkness of ignorance and (also) those 
who delight in ksowledge enter likewise into greater 
darkness,” 

_ _ Those who are given to what is not knowledge (¢.¢.) whe 
perform action with the desire to enjoy the fruits thereof, are 
destined to enter in the deep darkness of ignorance after death, 
and likewise those who worship kuowledge, (i.e) who do not 
kiow the self and delight in goda and adore them, will spffer 
more trouble or those who have not attained the real know- 
ledge and have failed to make ont the te nature of the self 
and falsely assume the air of the wiee and consider themselves 
to be or pretend to be the kaower of the self, will surely enter 
into great darkness, Worship means, here, the attachment of 
Mind towards things other than self. The actions, which are 
enjoined by the Vedas, are intended to clear the mrnd apd 
because they generally perform them with one or othe worldly 
desires, so instead of clearing the mind, they make it more and 
more dim and that is why the Upauishad calls auch actions as 
igavtance, as they result in misery, Also the worship of 
gods and divinities which is intended to concentrate the mind, 
which teuds to real bappiness and ia a stage obtainable after 
the mind is made pure, being superior to action and hence 
called knowledge, produce bad results when they are invaked 
after a worldly desire and that is the meaning what the Upani- 
shad descrities here that the men who boast of their worship 
and cousider it a step higber than action go into still darker 
regions after deatu. 

wugaryftarn sarazarycfraranr: 

sf gaa Wari Qaerize afez uo 0 
TENTH MANTRA, 

“They say that the goal of the real knowledge is some- 
thing else and that which comes out of Ignorance is different 
from it, thus we have learnt from the se}f-kuowing men who 
taught us the difference between the two,” 

It has been authenticated and made genuine by the wine 
that the result of true knowledge is quite unlike that which 
Tesults from that what is not knowledge, (4. ¢.) ignorance. 
The stress is laid here on the belief of the words of the wise 
which is one of the strongest proofs corrokorating this state- 
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ment. The disciple should bear in miod that unless this 
sincere love and regard towardy the spiritual tutor is ereated, 
the teaching does no effect iu him and he cannot be happy. 

faeargt fania aengat vayee a 
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ELEVENTH MANTRA, 

“The man who understands equally the results of the 
knowledge and (that which is vot kuowledge) gets rid of 
death by the help of not-knowledge aud becomes immortal 
through knowledge.” Here kuowledge means to worship 
God witbout any desire of asking any thing in its return, and 
not knowledge refers to performance of actions without any 
desire of enjoying their fruits, Tius the man who performs 
both the functious without the desire of reupiug fruits there- 
of, enjoys ail sorts of pleasures by virtue of his good actions 
and also becomes free from death very svon. In doing so, he 
would not get namerous future births as those who perform 
worship and act otherwise. ‘I'hus when there would come the 
end of birth, naturally the end of death will follow for him so 
that he would become immortal becanse his soul would join the 
God whom he has been worshippivg and there having realized 
his eelf, be would attain the nurwan. 

Nore—If for want of sincere devotion the self is not rea- 
lized by wwe sureay as taught in the Upanishads, in this life, 
then according to the principles of gargat when the soul enters 

into the regivn of its gareaza after leaving the present body 
itis ivitiated by his gqre%a there aud through the kinlnesa 
of that agrm%a the Jiwa realizes the self there and gets 
emancipation. 

waraa: viene saaifagoraa 
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TWELYTH MANTRA. 

“Those who worship wiat is the true catse enter into 
blind darkness of ignorance and those who delight in the ofect 
(of the cause ) cuter as if it were iutd greater darkaess. ” 
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The cause of all this what we behold bere {is thia 
world ) and what we consider to exist anywhere else is 
(calle@) maya or prakriti and the whole world is ita effect ; 
ro all those who worship maya or prakriti will never be freed 
from births and deaths, This subjection to life and death has 
been said as entering into blind darkness. Those who delight 
in the pleasures, #a has 0 beautifully been described of other 
worlds which are the effects of the firat cause maya, will suffer 
still move, because they will enter in them after leaving this 
bedy and so will always suffer corporeal and mental! pain, 

Note.—The 12th Mantra condemns such worship as are 
done for the sake of wealth, Raj, beauty, health and son, wife etc. 

AUSANY: Prarqragryvaarary | 
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THIRTEENTH MANTRA, 

“They say that the result of the knowledge of the cause 
is something else and that of the knowledge of the cffect is 
different from it. Thus we bave learnt from the wise who 
taught us the difference between the two.” 

It has been shown by the wise that the results, of the 
knowledge of cause and effect, are altogether different if un- 
derstood and also worshipped otherwise. 

anyfag farang aagaia © ay 
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FOURTEENTH MANTRA, 

“He who holds equally good both the cause and the 
effect, overcomes death by the help of the former and 
becomes immortal by the latter, 3. ¢., effect.” 

« The man who equally values both cause and effect and 
worshipsthem without any desice of enjoying the fruits thereof 
(as the Vedas teach us) becomes free from death by the help 
of the latter and enjoys bliss through the former. Because, by 
doing so, he will not be subjected to future births and would 
in the end enter into the dominion of his Upasaya Deva in 
his (Upasaya Deva’s) form and thus by the merits of his 

3 
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actions ke would p by the help of that Deva to Brahma- 
Joke, where he will have the true kaowledge of the self amd 
thus will attain emancipation. 

Nore—Commencing from the 9th up to I4th mantra 
the Upanishad describes the results of the worship of vidaya 
and avidaya, cause and effect. With the worldly desires their 
worship leads the soul through a series of troubles but with 
the desire only to brush off the desires of the mind itself and 
of emancipation they make the soul free. The sum and sub- 
stance of these mantras is that man may perform apy action, 
worship any thing that will lead him to the goal, if that is 
free ‘from all worldly desires for which they ponerally act and 
worship. Now the fifteenth mavtra teaches the way of 
Ahangraha Upasna through the media of Suriya Devs, 
Agni Deva and Vdyw Deva, which if carefully practised, will 
be @ means of obtaining salvation in the Jong run. 

raqanaa oa ecaer fifedigay u 
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FIFTEENTH MANTRA. 

“O Pishan (sun) open the entrance of the true self 
which is covered by thy golden light that we, who have no 
other resource but thyself, may behold or enjoy it.” 

Notg.—This is the invocation or worship of Suraya 
Bhagwén and is especially intended for those who fail to com- 
prehend the significance and to understand the nature of the 
self but they better and improve themeelves by particular, 
kind of work called worship or Upasna. It would not be 
out of place if to elucidate this principle and give a correct 
idea of this Upasna, we may repeat a few of the aforesaid 
points again, The Vedas or Shrutts, having one and only 
one primary object of gayén in view gave it out according 
to three grades of understanding in three different waye 
called karma, Upasna and gayén. Each of them is thorough, 
complete snd right path to reach the goal from its own stand-, 
point (respectively ). 

The first and the last have been more or less deseribed 
above and the intermediate one is dealt with below. Ib 
must be borne {n mind that the results, of the actions done, 
depend more upon the working or consideration of the mind 
than upon the nature of the action itself, We mean to say 
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that seemingly what we see done or performed in the shape 
of an action by any body may have some other significance 
quite different from the view of the person who ia the autbor 
of that action, So the fruits of the actions done by any one 
return tu him in his next life in the shape of pleasure or pain 
which vary from the highest to the lowest degree accor: ing 
to the nature of the tura of mind from which they arose. 
‘Thus we infer that it is the siscerity and force of our will 
or mind which cause us to enjoy and suffer pleasure or pain 
io our next life. Iu reality, our lives are nothing but the 
fruits of the actions that are brought about. So tbe world, as 
far as our pleasure or pain concerns, is only a creation of our 
mind. The world created by God is equally useful to one 
snd all: and it is the mind that makes us feel pain and 
sorrow. Our actions cause us to rise and fall in the seale 
of existence, we mast atick to this principle as taught by the 
Vedas and propagated by the Rishis. We must not let it pass 
without mentioning some of the other important points relat~ 
ing to this subject while dealing with it. We must believe 
that our actions are controlied by our desires, which are ab- 
stract things, and followed by pleasure and pain, which are aleo 
abstract things. We must not dispute as to our desires and 
pleasures or pains being abstract things by their own nature ; 
for, our doing so ( disputing ) would be unwise. In order to 
find ont the truth we must take the right path for its own 
sake and for its own cause without going astray and heing 
prejudiced in the least. Here we see clearly that between 
the two abstract things, our desires and their fruite resulting 
in pleasure or pain, are found material things or the working 
ground of both the cause and the effect or the desires and 
the pleasures or pains. Now what is this medium of matter 
generally working from the begiuning of desiro terminating 
in pleasures or pain? It isa rule that if a thing both in the 
beginning and end is of one vature, it exists so in the middle 
stage also and what appears to be something else in tha 
middle stage is momentry and deceptive. For example, let 
us examine an earthen pot or a piece of ice and it will settle 
the question once for all, Aa the pot was nothing but earth 
Defore-assuming its form and the little (pot ar jar) will be 
reduced to earth after it is broken; so in the middle stage 
it is nothing but the earth, which has assumed a form and a 
name along with the form, by the force of some external thing 
which is both with it and without it in all its three uniform 
stages. The middle stages of assuming a different form with 
a different name, though by their nature are the same thiog, 
play a wonderful part which to the wise are the same thing 
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and to the gnorant-quite different a thing marking the dis- 
tinction between and dividing the two ends of the same thing. 
Similar is the case if you see a bubble or a piece of ice. Their 
shapes and names are deceptive and they are only the differ- 
ent phases of the same elemeut, water. It was waterin its 
first stage, it remained the same in the middle as it proved 
to be the same element in the end. So we infer from this 
that though the action are performed with material objects 
and pleasures or pains, they are also caused by the material 
objects 80 much so that matter seems to work through and yet 
what appears to be matter or material is aleo an abstract thing 
which looks so gross through some other force ;—-for an ab- 
stract thing both precedes before and follows after this so 
called and 80 realised matter. We now go still more deep 
and to finer researches, As our desires precede our actions, 
#0 the mind precedes the desires. ‘the mind is still more 
an abstract thing being more subtle than the desires, So the 
inference arrived at now is that it is the mind only which 
enlivened by the Divine light assumes numerous forms and 
undergoes different changes serving all the while in every 
stage all the purposes of its master the Divine light or the 
soul which under its iuftuence has neglected itself and remains 
always with it as a slave to the mind,—its own power until 
it re-recognises itself by the help of Gyan or intuition, With 
the above statement we now see that it is the mind only 
which being animated by the Divine light plays the part of 
every thing in this world and it is the balm of what is called 
the life and of its own independent will according to the 
nature of ita desires, sometimes it goes higher up or lower 
down amongst higher and lower beings governed by the 
invisible and all powerful power regulating the laws of 
action. Sree Krishna Bhagwan in his Gita explains the same 
esoteric meaning of the Upanishad. So foroue whose aim is to 
obtain Nirwan and reach the goal but fails to identify one’s 
atma with Permatma or what is called the Brahma, the only 
way left is to have recourse to Upasna as urged by the 
Vedas. By so doing by the same process of mind as indicated 
sbove, that man will reach the summum bdonum either in 
this life or in the next. . 
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SIXTEENTH MANTRA. 
“© Pushan (the Sun) the sole ruler of the sky and 

living beings, O Sun, the drier of all juices, O son of Prajapati 
and the revealer of time, remove thy utmost heat and gather 
thy bright glories, so that we might sce thy pleasant and pure 
form by thy kindness and blessing, for I am that moving 
spirit which is in thy self.” 

Norx,—The worshipper, according to the principles of(wéaw) 
ahangrah (worship) upasna which makes no difference 
between the worshipper and the object of worship in their nature 
but only in their grextness and lowness in their status from 
the physical, moral acd spiritual points of consideration, prays 
or ou it to pray Surya Deo (one of the five deities called 
Panch deo whose worship is enjoined by the Vedas called 
emart wpasna) 

Oh Pushan, thou art the Ruler of this endlesa space and 
Preserver of all the living beings, thou art the drier of 
all the juices through thy rays and bestower of the same 
to all the vegetable and animal kingdoms, O Sun thou arb 
the firat of all the creations and revealer of alj times remove 
thy utmost heat which checks our nearing thy place of abode 
and gather thy bright glones which dazzle our eyes to havea 
“ull glance over thy real self 50 that we might approach and 
vee thy pleasant and pure form by thy kindness and blessing 
for, though in comparison to thy greatness and might and 
glory we are little beinge and thy supplicants, yet we are the 
same moving spirit which is in thy self and so thou bestow 
2n ue thy full powers that we may be one with thee asa whole 
and attain to perfection. 

Note.—When worshipper’s faith becomes so strong by 
wractice tbat he does not see any djfference between himself 
and his object of love and sometimes loses himself in that 
teep thought, he is sure to get every thing after leaving this 
sory by virtue of his actions and help of the Deo, whom he 
worships as God and she abode of hie self, How it takes place 
“s mentioned in the next Mantra. 
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i SEVENTEENTH MANTRA, 

“Now the breath enters into the Sutra Atma and the 
Linga sharir iv its k&ran az and the body is reduced to dust 
and ashes, When the soul parts with the body, the breath 
or Prdn Vdyu which guides the body and sense-faculties 
and regulates the internal working of the living bodies, enters 
into (Sutra Atma) that Power which regulates all the breaths 
of all living beings and which is called Sutra atma for that 
power, as a thread enters ali beads, penetrates through 
Mi -bodies. Linga sharir or sukchama ehurir which is the 
master of this body and is lighter and swifter, composed of 
seventeen things which in their turn are composed of five 
simple elements and is subjected to laws of transmigration 
auters in or unites with its kdéran (cause) and this physical 
‘rame is reduced to dust if buried or ashes if burnt as the 
vase may be. 

“He aske his mind to recall and remember Om and his 
action! Om, mind remember; remember thy deeds.” 

When the last moments of the souls leaving the body 
some and. the soul by virtue of its good actions and refined 
intelligence is informed of it (death ) it then breaks off the 
sonnection with the mind with all its surroundings and having 
ihus concentrated it attaches it calmly to its love keeping 
a view the word Om, the name of the Supreme Intelligence, 
which is the keynote of the Ahangrah upasna and the 
guide or path which leads the worshipper to the goal aimed 
it by him, He repeats Om by virtue of his previous practice 
\t that time and recollects all his actions—this being the - 
yeneral rule for all the souls to recollect their good or bad 
ictions at that time—and this will be the basis of his future 
ife over which the superstructure, of the new material frame 
which may properly be called the abode of reaping the fruits 
of the actions, is constructed. 

* Nore.—The explanafion of the word Om has beer? de- 
eribed in the Upanishad and especially in the Mandokaya 
Jpanishad, Pt. Jamne Shankar whose works and Hindi trans- 
ations of the Upanishads are of much value in these days in 
jis translation of Ramgita,a chapter of Adhatma Ramayan, 
ilso describes this word very clearly and any body desiring 
o fave a thorough knowledge of this world-wide word 
ould read these books. 
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EIGHTEENTH MANTRA 

“O bright Deva, O Agni, thou knowest ail our deeds; 
lead us on to Heaven by good path and destroy all our sing 
caused by speech: we offer many prayers to thee,” This is 
the worship of Agni Deva like that of Suraya Bhagwan. Of 
the three sorts of Agni the Adhayatmic, Adhi Daivic and 
Adhi Bhautic, the worshipper makes no difference and taking 
them to be one he invokes the mercy of the Chaitanaya Doe 
which enlivens it, praying that He may destroy his three sorts 
of sins committed by speech, thought and action and thus 
lead him to Heaven by a path here suited to him, Py 

NotE.—The word Agni should not be misunderstood for 
sommon fire. The readers should make it a point in their 
study of the Upasana Kanda to take all suct words as Agni, 
3urya, Vayu, Indra aod Isha ete, for the Supreme Being and 
this is the significance of these words as the Vedas say when 
wreated in the category of the Upasaua Kanda, 
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THE END, 
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